2002 ford f150 4.6 timing chain marks

I am in the process of replacing the timing chain guides for my Ford F 4. If you look at the
pictures you can see the difference between the two. To err on the side of caution, I would
remove those guides and pay the extra cost for the OEM Ford guides. It doesn't look like they
position the chain properly. These 4. I am assuming that you have the engine timed properly by
folding the chains in half, and lining up the copper links with the timing marks on the sprockets.
Just a couple of tips when you reassemble everything. DO NOT forget to reinstall the crank
sensor ring before reinstalling the timing chain cover. Since this is obviously a 4. The rubber
gaskets can easily fall out of the groove as you do so. Hope this helps. First i'm assuming that
you understand that you need to be utilising effortless weight oil in a 4. It is presented in a small
can and is a really skinny liquid. Trending News. Pat Sajak called out for mocking contestant.
Top volleyball duo boycott country over bikini ban. Do you know your privilege? An
eye-opening lesson. Cherokee Nation calls on Jeep to stop using its name. Texas AG was in
Utah after historic freeze back home. Answer Save. Ford Goddess Lv 6. Favorite Answer. Ford
4. Still have questions? Get your answers by asking now. The Ford Triton timing chain is a
complex set up featuring two separate chains. Although I've seen the Ford Triton V-8 with ,
miles on it, these three valve V-8 engines haven't been exactly trouble-free. With that said, here
we'll focus on the timing chain problem. The engine is the 4. This motor launched in and ran
through in the 5. If you could think for a moment about how many engines we're talking about,
it's mind blowing. From through this engine came inside one of the best selling trucks of all
time, the F It's hard to say this is a good engine, but it's undeniable they can go a long way
when cared for properly. Unfortunately, this engine provides many challenges for owners and
drivers. Here we'll talk about the common symptoms of the Ford Triton timing chain problem.
Note: The - Triton uses a different part number kit than the and older ones. Join us as we dive
into first design problems with the plastic chain guides and tensioners. We'll even take a look at
the cam phaser gears known for creating a knocking sound at idle. These malfunctioning cam
phasers also set a variety of check engine light trouble codes. There are a bunch of separate
things that can go wrong with the Ford Triton timing chain system. Each one of these failures
carries a different set of symptoms. However, we can group a bunch of the symptoms together
to help us understand if our complaints point to a timing issue. We'll get into exactly what goes
wrong with this particular set up on the Ford Triton engines in the next section. With that said,
many of the symptoms associated with a handful of the problems turn into noisy operation
complaints. The engines often make a lot of noise at idle when hot or a rattling sound on cold
engine startup. Both of these issues can point to problems with the tension on the chain and
the condition of the guide assemblies. Here's the best way to verify the engine noise you're
hearing is from the timing chain. Use a professional mechanic stethoscope. In addition, to the
knocking noise complaints as a result of incorrect tension or broken plastic guides we can also
set a fair amount of check engine light codes. These Triton V-8's are known for setting cam
phaser codes from P through P In some cases, these codes set because of the amount of slack
in the chain. Excess of slack in the chain allows the timing to wander up and back as the
computer tries to put it in the right spot. In addition to a loose timing chain you can also have
problems with the cam phaser sprockets. The cam phaser sprockets have their own set of
moving parts inside. This is where the variable valve timing comes in. The ability to rotate the
cam phaser allows the computer to micromanage timing of the camshaft. When trucks lose the
ability to precisely control the timing, not only will they set a check engine light code, but can
experience rough engine idle and lack of power. One of the design flaws with the existing timing
chain setup found on the 4. They are super long chains and made of light-duty materials. Once
the chain develops a little slack it starts slapping the plastic guides. After you identify that you
have a timing system problem the next step becomes to disassemble the area. When exposing
the timing chain you often find pieces missing from the broken guides. These wind up in the
engine oil pan. Another area that can develop some issues is the timing chain tensioners. These
engines use hydraulic timing chain tensioner assemblies. When the chain becomes loose and
starts to rattle around the seal can break loose and the tensioner starts to bleed off oil pressure.
With incorrect tension applied to the chain the noise increases along with the damage to the
guides and the gears. Keep in mind that on the Ford Triton timing chain set up they incorporate
the oil pump around the crankshaft timing pulley. Whenever you're replacing a timing chain on
a vehicle with more than , miles it's a good opportunity to freshen up the oil pump at the same
time. We gain a few advantages by purchasing the all-inclusive timing chain kits besides saving
money. Not only do they include the chain and the gears they also include updated timing chain
tensioners and guides. They also include a gasket kit. Going with a complete timing chain set
can help you avoid repeat failures down the road. Since timing chain problems on the Ford
Triton engine remain commonplace you won't have any problems finding a complete video
walk-through on how to install these components. With that said. There are a couple of major

takeaways about the procedure. Before you open the engine up by removing the valve covers
and the timing cover, blow all the sand, grit and dirt off of the engine. And then remain vigilant
about keeping foreign material out. My other piece of advice comes in the most critical area of
the operation. You must get the timing exactly where it needs to be. Timing the engine starts
with putting the crankshaft in the correct position. They make a special tool for this. It slides
over the key way in the crankshaft and then lines up with a threaded hole. However, getting the
crankshaft in the correct spot becomes critical to success. My recommendation is to use some
of that money to buy the special crankshaft alignment tool made for the 4. In when Ford
launched the Triton modular V-8 engine design I thought it seemed ambitious, but well thought
out. This new design reduced the amount of parts cast and the ability to use the same part
numbers across different engine sizes. Unfortunately, when vehicle manufacturers make major
changes like this it's often the consumers that pay the price. The interesting thing about the
Triton V-8 engine is they can log over , miles or more. An impressive accomplishment for any
gas engine. The problem with the Ford V-8 engine becomes the downtime and repair costs all
the way through the ownership cycle. This must remain a judgment call on your part. However,
if the engine was well-maintained and you've already put a bunch of new parts into it, you can
make an argument for pulling the trigger on a complete timing chain kit replacement operation.
These complete kits include the hydraulic tensioners, new design guides, valve cover gaskets,
cam phaser VCT VVTi actuator timing sprocket, bolts and gaskets. They fit Ford Expedition 5. If
you're one of the lucky ones that get , miles out of a V-8 Ford then it seems a good investment.
We filed this engine timing chain article in the miscellaneous car repair area. You can also visit
the fix my old ride home page for more information about the website. As an Amazon Associate
I earn from qualifying purchases. The search results open in a convenient overlay. However, the
pages from This Website are listed below 4 ads at the top. Common Chevrolet brake switch
problems cause issues with the cruise control. The cruise control light comes on but the
system will not set or hold speed. Review the common causes of the reduced engine power
warning message. The possible car repairs range from a loose ground to failure of the TPS and
throttle actuator assembly. Review 5 maintenance items your car needs at k miles. An important
list for those with high mileage cars and an unknown maintenance history. Read More. Ford
Triton V8 Engine Problems. Recent Articles. Camshaft phasers. Do you have the same problem?
It includes all your timing marks to align everything. Let me know if you need something else.
Check out the diagrams Below. Please let us know if you need anything else to get the problem
fixed. Images Click to enlarge Was this answer helpful? Please tell a friend. Truck started and
drove fine until you put it under a hard load. Check engine light cam on with po22 cam 2
overretarded. Replaced solenoid and was told phaser is new, we also checked oil pressure and
is within specs. We changed the oil with synthetic and problem still exists. Was this answer
helpful? Also can you confirm this code? Bost are Pxxxx not Pxxx? If the valve is stuck, check
the spider bracket for contamination prior to solenoid replacement. Correct timing chain marks
and procedure needed? I need the correct timing procedure for both sides on this engine. Do
you. Hi Barnesbil, I attached the process for reinstalling the cams for both sides. Images Click
to enlarge. Was this answer. Want to replace timing chain, I need to know the timing chain
diagram and where is the timing mark for a F- with 5. Hello, Here is the instructions on how to
replace the timing chain in the diagrams below. Thanks : Was this answer. Use 2CarPros
anytime, we are here to help. The vehicle cam in with a bad engine knock, engine was replaced
with a jasper reman. What engine does this one have? Yes the code is poo22, We changed the
oil 2 times with mobil 1. The code will set with koer test. We removed the vct solenoid to inspect
it and the screens were clean, we replaced it any way. Oil filter is a motorcraft for this app. The
engine is a 3valve 5. I have seen ones that had vct problems due to sludge but this is a reman
engine with no miles on it. I also grounded the solnoid and it appears to be working fine. I pulled
valve cover and inspected the phaser and appears to be in time. Not sure where to go next with
this. Did youi check the oil filter itself? It needs a specific type. I am going to email you some
testing info, let me know how you make out. It turned out to be a bad cam actuator, they said it
was new, but upon inspecting found it was indeed a used one Was this answer. OK good deal. I
removed the driverside head and had a machine shop retap the second spark plug, cause it had
blown out. When I removed the head I made marks with nailpolish on the chains and gears. I'm
working with a 4. I never removed the passengerside head, gear or chain at anytime, when I put
the head back on I just realigned the chain with the mark on the gear. I reassembled the entire
engine and the truck started back up but with knocking noise under the valvecover of the
replaced head. Aside from the noise the truck runs perfect, but the noise will not go away and
i've tried everything. I finally removed the valvecover and put the engine at tdc. My question is
where should the mark on that gear be tdc, cause I can't seem to get a straight answer from a
manual I look at. The 4. Are you sure the noise isn't coming from a tensionier? Here are the

pictures I was able to find regarding the timing: Driver's side Crank Passanger side Let me
know if this helps. Joe Was this answer. After waking up the next day and I reread the chapter
on timing and figured out what I did wrong. The book I bought at autozone, was refering to the
engine as left and right. But after reading it again I figured out that the driverside was the left
and passengerside was the right. I removed the cover and moved the cam gear
counterclockwise one tooth and wala it started up with no knocking and thank god no damage.
Thank you again for all your help and effort, and for being here for us need a little help. May
your car be a classic one day. That is a very easy mistake. Left and right is determined as if you
are in the vehicle looking out the windshield. I'm glad you got it fixed. Take care and let us know
if you have questions in the future. I can not find the copper link on my timing chain. Is there
anything else I should be looking for. This is my first time trying to set my own timing. Didn't
have a choice was layed off. I'm very worried that I'm not going to do this right. Please help Was
this answer. There are too many diagrams for me to show them all.. Compress the tensioner
plunger, using a vise. Install a retaining clip on the tensioner to hold the plunger in during
installation. Remove the tensioner from the vise. If the copper links are not visible, mark two
links on one end and one link on the other end, and use as timing marks. Install the timing chain
guides. Install the Camshaft Positioning Tool. NOTE:Slightly loosen the camshaft holding tools
to allow slight camshaft movement. Pre-position the camshafts. Rotate the LH camshaft with the
Camshaft Positioning Tool until the timing mark is approximately at 12 o'clock. Rotate the RH
camshaft with the Camshaft Positioning Tool until the timing mark is approximately at 11
o'clock. Tighten the Camshaft Holding Tools to maintain camshaft pre-positioning.
CAUTION:Unless otherwise instructed, at no time when the timing chains are removed and the
cylinder heads are installed is the crankshaft or camshaft to be rotated. Severe piston and valve
damage will occur. Do not rotate past position shown or severe piston and valve damage can
occur. NOTE:The number one cylinder is at top dead center TDC when the stud on the engine
block fits into the slot in the handle of the special tool. Position the crankshaft so the number
one cylinder is at TDC with the special tool. Remove the Crankshaft Holding Tool. Install the
crankshaft sprocket, make sure the flange faces forward. Position the lower end of the LH inner
timing chain on the crankshaft sprocket, aligning the timing mark on the outer flange of the
crankshaft sprocket with the single copper marked link on the chain. NOTE:Make sure the upper
half of the timing chain is below the tensioner arm dowel. Position the timing chain on the
camshaft sprocket with the camshaft sprocket timing mark positioned between the two copper
marked chain links. Position the LH timing chain tensioner arm on the dowel pin and install the
LH timing chain tensioner. Remove the retaining clip from the LH timing chain tensioner.
NOTE:The lower half of the timing chain must be positioned above the tensioner arm dowel.
Position the lower end of the RH outer timing chain on the crankshaft sprocket, aligning the
timing mark on the sprocket with the single copper marked link on the timing chain. Position the
RH timing chain on the camshaft sprocket. Make sure the camshaft sprocket timing mark is
positioned between the two copper marked chain links. Position the RH timing chain tensioner
arm on the dowel pin and install the RH timing chain tensioner. Remove the retaining clip from
the RH timing chain tensioner. As a post-check, verify correct alignment of all timing marks.
Remove the special tool. Position the crankshaft sensor ring on the crankshaft. Install the
engine front cover. My Ford F extended cab is one clean truck! I take very good care of my
truck. With only 54, plus miles, isn't it way too soon for the timing chain to be going bad? I had
a mechanic friend of mine take a look at my truck. He thought the belt and the pulley were loose
that was making the noise. He then drove my truck over to another mechanic and as soon as he
heard the noise he knew right away what the problem was. My question is. Will Ford fix the
problem at their cost even though I did not renew my extended warranty? Everyone I had talked
to says the timing chain should not be going out this soon with only 54, miles on the engine. I
should get at least , miles on my truck before anything like this would happen. Feedback would
be greatly appreciated. Sincerely, F owner Was this answer. Hi: It is unusual for it to go bad this
soon, but things go bad bearing in the tensionier. If two mechanics identified that as your
problem, and you still hear the noise with the serp belt off, I would guess they are right. As far
as warranty, the truck is 7 years old and factory warranty has expired. You could try calling
owner relations, but it's going to be a fight. I would recommend starting at a Ford dealer. If they
say the same thing, then contact owner relations phone number in the owner's manual and
discuss the problem. Maybe you can talk them into replacing the parts and you pay labor or
something like that. Let me know how it goes for you. V8 four wheel drive automatic , miles. I
need a picture of timing chain diagram for a 5. Please login or register to post a reply. Vct
Selenoid Problem F 5. If The 5. Bad Oxygen Sensors? I Am Only Getting Sponsored links. Ask a
Car Question. It's Free! Ford has been producing the Ford F for decades. In extreme cases, the
chain can break and the engine won't run at all. Drain the radiator and the engine oil. To drain

the radiator, turn the drain wing-nut located at the bottom of the radiator on the engine side of
the radiator in a counterclockwise direction. Disconnect the radiator hoses and remove the
radiator. The radiator hoses are attached to the radiator with hose clamps. Loosen the screw
located on each hose clamp with a flathead screwdriver, then pull the hoses away from the
radiator. Newer Fs are equipped with electric fans that attach directly to the radiator. Remove
the bolts that hold the radiator to the engine bay with a wrench, then lift the radiator out of the
engine bay. The Ford F uses different belt configurations, depending on the year the truck was
produced. Older Fs use one belt per each accessory, such as power steering, the alternator and
air conditioning. Newer Fs use one belt to power all accessories. Systems that use one belt
require that only one accessory bracket be loosened; systems using multiple belts require each
accessory bracket to be loosened. Once loosened, slide the belt or belts up and over the fan
assembly if so equipped. The fan is held in place with four bolts located through the center of
the fan. Remove the bolts with a wrench, then pull the fan away from the engine to remove it.
Once the fan has been removed, slide the pulley off of the water pump. Disconnect the heater
hose from the bottom of the water pump and remove the water pump. The heater hose is the
smaller of the two hoses, which are attached to the water pump. Once the bolts have been
removed, pull the water pump away from the engine. Remove the crankshaft pulley and the
harmonic balancer. The crankshaft pulley is attached to the face of the harmonic balancer with
several bolts. Remove the bolts and pull the pulley away from the harmonic balancer. To
remove the harmonic balancer, first remove the large bolts that run through the center of the
balancer, then attach a harmonic balancer puller to remove the harmonic balancer from the
nose of the crankshaft. Remove the timing chain cover and the timing chain. The timing chain
cover can be pulled away from the engine once the bolts surrounding the face of the cover have
been removed with a wrench. Remove the timing chain by first removing the large bolt in the
middle of the top sprocket, then sliding the timing chain sprockets away from the engine.
Position the new timing chain over the camshaft and the crankshaft. Note there are two circula
1995 ford escort repair manual free download
alpine stereo harness
2004 honda accord radio wiring diagram
r indentations on the face of each of the two timing gears. The mark on the bottom gear must
point straight up, and the mark on the upper gear must simultaneously face straight down. It
might be necessary to turn the crankshaft to achieve this positioning. If so, insert the crankshaft
bolt removed in Step 6 and turn the bolt with a wrench. Insert the bolt through the center of the
upper timing chain gear and tighten it to 30 to 35 ft. Clean the surface of the timing chain cover
where the cover meets the engine block, then place a new gasket onto this surface with a
gasket sealer. Reconnect the heater hose to the bottom of the pump. Slide the fan pulley over
the water pump, followed by the fan if applicable. If the fan attaches to the face of the radiator,
pug the fan back into its outlet. John Stevens has been a writer for various websites since
Stevens is a lawyer and licensed real-estate broker. Updated November 07, Writer Bio John
Stevens has been a writer for various websites since

